Music Association

Operetta Will Be Japanese 'Mikado' The State College News for Thursday, April 18, 1935

The State college music association will present the Japanese operetta 'Mikado' at the April 26 program. The operetta, which was written by the famous composer, W. S. Gilbert, is directed by Marjorie Whcaloii, Koko. William Baker, Rogers, and Helen Moore, Sophie Wolzok, John Hawes, '35, president. The meeting and minors in French, Spanish and German; juniors, Fred Dexter, '37, and Sophomores; altos, Elizabeth Coville, graduate and Ellen Smith, '35, and Elizabeth Stone, '36, Ann Service, Mary Marclietta, exposition to be held in the spring. The chorus that has been chosen in

The following chairmen of committees by cross-blending tobaccos ... and gold. Then, instead of just mixing the tobaccos from Kentucky and Tennessee, and tobacco from Southern Maryland. Just what is meant by cross-blending tobaccos... and how does it make a cigarette milder and taste better...

Well, in blending you take one or more tobaccos and stick them together—a rather simple process. But cross-blending goes a step further...

N making Chesterfield we take Bright tobacco from Virginia, the Carolinas, Georgia and Florida. We take Redfield tobacco from Kentucky and Tennessee, and tobacco from Southern Maryland. Then in addition to these home-grown tobaccos we take tobacco grown in Turkey and Greece.

We believe these mild, ripe home-grown tobaccos with the high ammonia and the high kinds of nicotine. Then, instead of just mixing the tobaccos together, we blend and cross-blend them so that all the different flavors go together to form full flavor— the Chesterfield taste that so many smokers like. Naturally blending of black and loud done in Chesterfield gives the cigarette a pleasing taste and aroma. To test and sell they build.
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**STATE COLLEGE NEWS, FEBRUARY 21, 1935**

**THE STATESMAN**

*Psychology of Job-getting and Job-holding.* Fantasy of the *Wandering Jew.*

**STATE'S STAGE**

The second play ranks with perfor­


**Participants in Junior Class Week-end Activities**

Emilia Taylor, producer of the junior stage club, and William H. Keating, who will appear in the junior production Wednesday, April 15, 1935.

Gene Sammarco and his Californians, who will play at the junior tea-dance Saturday afternoon at the Auditorium.
State To Be Host To Brooklyn Five

SPORT SHOTS

State Five Defeats M. I. T. Five 43-15

IS JUNIOR STAR

French Club Social Meeting To Feature Historic Panorama

Faculty Are Attending National Convention

Tea Dance To Be At Aurania Club

Reminiscences Recall Victories And Defeats Of Junior Class

Chorus Will Sing On Station W. G. Y.

Dr. Mutch Warns Student Group Against Being 'Chronic Objectors'

State College News, February 21, 1935

State College for Teachers, mening place in February that are of in-terest to students of the college.

M. I. T. Five

Last Saturday by walloping an over-rated team. Slate maintained its victorious stride this week.

Two freshmen, Kalherine Henry and E. Smith, both from Brownville, entered the Page hall gymnasium a

Three hours per week and of juniors for two hours per week. The course will be scheduled for twice each week accompanied by observation, participation and practice teaching in the class.

Education It) will take out of an animal maze. This "king of the twelve

Education Courses Will Be Recommended For Class Of 1938

In keeping with tradition, the fresh- men entered college with a fighting spirit. However, they were not allowed to indulge in the those enjoyable "so called" hazing days and sophomore rules. Consequently, they continue their schedule Saturday night at Madison avenue.

As a tribute to memories and tra- dition, the freshman basketball squad con-sisted of students who have shown promise during the past several weeks. Their eligibility was decided by the committee, and some are considered by the committee, and some are

These musicians are well known for their abilities. The section will include:


As a class, '36 entered college with a great deal of excitement. As the year progressed, they hit their stride and treated the Freshman to the best of their ability. As a result, the Freshman will be allowed to participate in all the activities of the college.

Dr. King Gordon, leader of the Lutheran Group, will act as co-delegates from New Jersey.

The conference will be held in New York City Thursday, May 16, and Defeats Of Junior Class

Lutheran Group Elects Delegates For Conference

Freshman Squad Continues Schedule With Two Games

Four Will Attend Press Convention

Four freshmen entered class rivalry with a fighting spirit. However, they were not allowed to indulge in the those enjoyable "so called" hazing days and sophomore rules. Consequently, they continue their schedule Saturday night at Madison avenue.

As a tribute to memories and tra- dition, the freshman basketball squad con-sisted of students who have shown promise during the past several weeks. Their eligibility was decided by the committee, and some are considered by the committee, and some are
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ARE JUNIOR CLASS GUARDIANS

GREGIAN GAMBOLS

Placemat in parcel and other words was never spoken. Now that the last vestiges of the struggle have been laid decently to rest, the seniors who are the last of their class feel that it is possible to return without fear of harassing and mastering.

They do come back to socials and parties Gamma Ray has welcomed. Margaret Longmuir, Eula Parke, last year's grads, carried out the day at Pi Gamma, and Maybelle Mathevos, 490 Atlantic avenue, with a total of nine alums present. They were: Mary Bolt, '29, Gertrude Western, Elea­

“With Every Cut I Take” Should Be Theme Song, Figures Disclose

As another reminder that the depres­


Kappa Delta Rho
Conducts Formal Initiation Sunday

Eight neophytes were formally initiated into Gamma chapter of Kappa Delta Rho at the Fall, in ceremonies conducted at the Cha­

ANNOUNCE SCHEDULE

The inter-group house basketball game will take place every Saturday morning at 10:00 o’clock beginning March 2. There are eight houses participating in the schedule. They are: Sigma Chi, Alpha Chi, Phi Kappa Psi, Delta Chi, Delta Upsilon, Sigma Alpha Epsilon, and Zeta Phi Beta.

Fraternity Should Create Closer Personal Relations

The promotion of closer and fuller personal friendship and more well­


library to close

The College Library will be closed tomorrow, but will be open Saturday from 9:00 to 5:00, according to Miss Mary Elizabeth Cobb, college librarian.

COMMUNICATIONS

Editor State College News:

- What’s up? Don’t our class presidents know how to hold a dinner? Or have they a fear of introducing speakers? Or are we all abandoned individuals? Or is there really a possible excuse for our lament? Do class banquets this year just aren’t? We remember banquets in the past. Maybe they were pretty bad. We try to desire that you can see and eat. We wish others’ addresses bigger and better—especially better speakers. But despite these faults, we had a good time. We made friends and got ideas—a few but some.

If banquets were improved along the lines we suggest, certainly a great deal of worth could be derived from them. Even if it were merely a change from staying home to socializing, an evening of good food and talk that is worth at least half the cost of attending.

How’s about it, leaders?

THE SOPHOMORES’ READER.

Editor State College News:
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NEW N.S.F.A. HEADS - T. L. Neblett, Louisiana State, president; Margaret Flater, University of Arizona, vice-president; and W. B. Osborne, Boston University, treasurer.

IN TRUE OLD TIME FASHION - These Beloit College (Wis.) students thrill to a ride around the campus in a one horse open sleigh after one of the Badger State's heavier snowfalls.

THE JOLLY HOUR - At least that's what they call tea-time at Christian College (Columbia, Mo.) and these students seem to be having a jolly time.

DIRECTS CLUB DEVELOPMENT - John P. Paulson, Pi Kappa Alpha and University of Minnesota (Minneapolis) '25, is the energetic secretary and development committee chairman of the Chicago Interfraternity Club. He is also compiling a Greek letter alumni directory of the Windy City and organizing a fraternity employment service.

BROTHERS STAR FOR HARVARD - John and Samuel Callaway are members of this season's Harvard University (Cambridge, Mass.) hockey team.

FAMED PSYCHOLOGISTS MEET - Prof. William McDougall, Duke University (Durham, N.C.) psychologist; Dr. Kurt Lewin, of Cornell University (Ithaca, N.Y.), and Dr. William Stern, of Hamburg University, meet at Duke.

JINX BURNING - Crowds gather to witness the burning of the Cortland Jinx at the rally sponsored by the Psi Phi fraternity at the opening of the Buffalo State Teachers College (N.Y.) basketball season.
IT'S GOING IN... An unusual action shot of one of games witnessed by the 13,500 fans that crowded into the University of Iowa (Iowa City) field house for a recent conference contest. Kintzinger heads the group with his six-foot-six.

TEAM AVERAGES SIX-FOOT-TWO. The height of this quintet represents the size demanded in the game of Dickinson College (Carlisle, Pa.) by the monstrous five-man squad that played them.

DAVID F. HILTON HEARS: "Well, I'm tall, but you've got a lot of height on me in the Big Ten."

CHICAGO'S FLASH. Bill Haarlow, forward, is the outstanding player on the University of Chicago (Ill.) quintet this year. As a sophomore last year he led his teammates in scoring and was third highest in the Big Ten.

DUQUESNE'S BASKETEERS. These 14 men compose the basketball squad of Duquesne University (Pittsburgh, Pa.). (L to R, Front Row) Serany, Capt., Birch, Kweller, Miller, J. Murphy. (Middle Row) Eppler, W. Murphy, Meyers, Airhart, Dillon. (Back Row) Mgr. McCarthy, Bache, Bonn, Andrish, Schneider, Head Coach Davies.

ALL-CONFERENCE GUARD. Ed Shaver returns to the Purdue University (Lafayette, Ind.) basketball team this year to defend the laurels he won for himself last season.

CONFUSING OPPONENTS. Is the chief duty of John and Jerry Burns, twins in the Loyola University (Chicago) lineup. We believe that John is at the left, although we wouldn't swear to it!

AND THEY CALL HIM "SHORTY." Alphonso Withausen, center on the University of Kansas (Lawrence) varsity, is six-foot-seven and weighs over 200 pounds.
NEW PWA SWIMMING POOL • This modern pool was constructed at the State Teachers College at Farmville, Va. at a cost of $40,000 with funds appropriated by the federal government as a relief project. The building was formally opened in September.

THEY'RE ALL WOMEN • From horn-tooters to drum-pounders, this South Dakota State College (Brookings) musical organization is made up entirely of co-eds. That is, of course, with the exception of its director, who has made this one of the finest of the co-ed bands.

GOING UP • A tense moment in the recent hardwood battle between Stanford University (Calif.) and Creighton University (Omaha, Neb.). Engelbretson, of Creighton, won the jump and made the basket.

BLUE KEY INITIATES • This unusual photo shows the procession of Blue Key, honorary fraternity, members and initiates at the special chapel exercises at the University of Chattanooga (Tenn.). As the chapel is darkened for the ceremony, the new members are found by means of flashlights.

QUEEN OF THE GREEKS • Dorothy Seiller ruled over the Ohio Wesleyan University (Delaware, O.) Greek conclave. She's a Kappa Alpha Theta.

ALABAMA RECEIVES ROSE BOWL TROPHY • As a reward for their 29-13 victory over Stanford in the Rose Bowl game, Alabama's crimson tide was given the Rissman trophy in this ceremony at Tuscaloosa, Ala. (L to R) Coach Thomas, Capt. Lee, Elmer Anderson, Jack Rissman, donor of the trophy, and President Denny.

DISCOVERS SUPER-GALAXY • Dr. Edwin F. Carpenter, of the University of Arizona (Tucson), has located a new cluster of stars in the constellation Hercules. He is shown at his Steward Observatory telescope.

YALE'S FLYING PROFESSOR • Dr. Richard U. Light, and Robert Wilson, Yale University (New Haven, Conn.) graduate, stop at Oakland, Calif., on their round-the-world flight. They have traveled 22,000 miles so far.

CAPTAINS IRISH GRIDDERS • Coach Elmer Layden congratulates Joseph Sullivan upon his election to the captaincy of the Notre Dame University (Ind.) 1935 football team. He has played tackle on the eleven for the past two years.

YAWNING IS DANGEROUS • Elwyn Judd, Midland College (Fremont, Neb.) senior, dislocated two vertebrae when he yawned while preparing for an early morning class recently.

STUDYING SYNTHESIS • Dr. Paul Rothemund is one of the quartet of Antioch College (Yellow Springs, O.) who are doing extensive research on chlorophyll and photosynthesis.

MEASURES ENERGY • Dean Richtmyer, Cornell University (Ithaca, N.Y.), is shown measuring the energy levels between the layers of electrons which make up an atom of gold with an x-ray spectrometer.
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This has nothing to do with the

I wish that I had never

'The way the woman

Answer to last
Week's Puzzle

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

BY WILLIAM M. FAITH
Wilkeson College
(Vilason, Pa.)

Printed by Avis Graphics Inc., Chicago, Ill. 1981.5.18
THE OLD MILL » This beautiful spot is a favorite haunt of Birmingham-Southern College (Birmingham, Ala.) students.

Ltft Above
WINS HONOR CUP » Pres. Albert Britt, Knox College (Galesburg, III.), presents Roscoe Pullen with Hunter trophy for athletic and scholastic prowess. He has two varsity letters and the highest scholastic record in his class. He's a Sigma Nu.

Higher Education » These Columbia University (New York City) students earn their way by performing on the slack wire.

SOLDIERS’ QUEEN » Harriett Larabee is the University of Akron (Ohio) cadets’ honorary colonel.

BEST DRESSED » Kea Rea and Myron Nourse were voted the “best dressed” man and woman on the Drake University (Des Moines, Iowa) campus. The sororities voted on the men, the fraternities on the women.

“HOLLER UNCLE” » Of Reed College for Women (New London, Wis.), will send more snow down your neck. Just remember it is your present sign.

SKATES REPLACE AUTOS » Freezing rain forced these Northwestern University (Evanston, Ill.) students to keep their cars in the streets.

THE SHOW KING dresses the trees and shrubbery around the women’s dormitory at Arizona State College (Fallopia) with a frozen blanket of white.

IMAGINARY CASTLES are constructed by the beating wind and spraying water on the shores of Lake Mendota at the University of Wisconsin (Madison).

“WINTER SPORTS LEADER » Josephine Hall, student host at the winter sports program at Lake Union College (Wenatchee, Wash.), has a snowball in her hand and is ready to throw it.

WINTER SILHOUETTE » “Old Main,” administration building at Drake University (Des Moines, Iowa), is a silhouette against the backdrop of night by an early winter snow.

Skiing Enthusiasts » Rich Moats, Northwestern College (Evanston, Ill.), enjoys life at the base of Ski Hill without a mall.

THE SNOW KING drapes the trees and shrubbery around the women's dormitory at Arizona State College (Fallopia) with a fluttery blanket of white.
STUDYING TILL ALL HOURS?...
GET A LIFT WITH A CAMEL!

TO POLISH FIVE-TON DISC
This machine will grind the 120-inch disc which will be the lens for the huge California Institute of Technology telescope.

HEADS YOUTH CONFERENCE
Viola Lima addresses the American Youth Conference at its recent meeting at New York University (New York City), KEYSTONE PHOTO

HEADS YOUTH CONFERENCE
Viola Lima addresses the American Youth Conference at its recent meeting at New York University (New York City), KEYSTONE PHOTO

TRACK AND FIELD CHAMPIONS MEET
Walter Marty, Philip Good, of Bowdoin, Dudley Wiggins, of Southwestern Louisiana Institute, and Glen Cunningham, University of Kansas, KEYSTONE PHOTO

A STUDY IN SHADOWS
An unusual photo of student harpists at Christian College (Columbia, Mo.) taken at a recent recital.

"MISS" COLONEL
Jean Burke is honorary leader of Creighton University (Omaha) R.O.T.C. unit.

"MY HOW SHOCKING!"
That's what the two behind the screen are thinking in this scene from the Mt. Holyoke College (South Hadley, Mass.) presentation of Alice-Sit-By-The-Fire, Sir James M. Barrie's famed play.

DIRECTS PRINCETON'S ATHLETICS
Prof. Durham Dell heads new Princeton University (N. J) board of athletics.

ARE USED
Camels are made from finer, MORE EXPENSIVE TOBACCOS—Turkish and Domestic—than any other popular brand.

I'M HERE TO HELP COLLEGE STUDENTS
As a former student, I know what it means to be a college student. That's why I'm here...to help you stay mentally and physically healthy. I want to share my experiences and help you succeed at college.

WHEN I COME OFF THE RINK, tired, I want a Camel. Camels have a way of taking the toad off my throat. And I've found that I can smoke all I want and still keep my nervous system healthy.

WHEN I WENT TO COLLEGE, I switched to Camel. I found that Camels are a great brand. They're mild and have a great taste. I was always able to enjoy them, even when I was busy with my studies.

WHEN I WENT TO COLLEGE, I switched to Camel. I found that Camels were a great brand. They were mild and had a great taste. I was always able to enjoy them, even when I was busy with my studies.

CAMEL'S COSTLIER TOBACCOS
NEVER GET ON YOUR NERVES!
Co-eds at the University of Hawaii (Honolulu) do their studying on a surfboard floating in the calm waters of Waikiki.

Jean McClure will reign over the Farmville State Teachers College (Va.) May fest. She will be escorted by Jestine Cutshall, Lord of May.

Elizabeth Schrack, Drexel Institute of Philadelphia student, sewed at a colonial loom at a recent textile exhibit held at West Philadelphia College.

The Oxford University (England) crew opens its practice in preparation for the Putney race. Henley Bridge is in the background.

Dr. A. J. Carlson, University of Chicago (Ill.), paid volunteers $1 a day to drink beer for science.

Thomas A. McGoldrick heads the student council at Manhattan College (N. Y.).

This is the home of the law students at the University of Michigan (Ann Arbor)—one of the most picturesque buildings of its kind.

The regimental staff of the coast artillery and infantry units at The Citadel, Military College of South Carolina at Charleston.

Francis Dooley, University of Mississippi (University) graduate of 1862, visits the campus dressed in his Confederate uniform.

Sports editors and writers of Chicago papers welcome Lynn Waldorf, Northwestern University (Evanston, Ill.) mentor, at Reception Hotel dinner.

LAWYERS' CLUB. This is one of the few students in the University of Illinois (Urbana) to wear the cap and gown of his junior class in law.

AN OLD-TIME FEUD prompted the Sigma Alpha Epsilon pledges at Ohio Wesleyan University (Delaware) to move the Phi Kappa Psi cannon downtown.

The Sigma Xi Beer Non-Intoxicating Society at the University of Wisconsin (Madison) found a new outlet for its beer advertising.

Disobedience brought many penalties down upon the shoulders of Freshman Hugh Kerodler at Missouri School of Mines (Rolla).

Learning Aviation is a part of the requirements for co-eds at Peabody Teachers College (Nashville, Tenn.). They also receive theoretical air training.

Law Leader. Claribel Pitterman, first University of Cincinnati (Ohio) co-ed lawyer, is president and senior class in the university's college of law.

I CAN'T TAKE IT! The Sigma Alpha Epsilon pledge at Ohio Western University (Bowie, Ohio) grows in size with each day's march.

An old-time feud prompted the Sigma Alpha Epsilon pledges at Ohio Western University (Bowie, Ohio) to move the Phi Kappa Psi cannon downtown.

As Grandmother Did. Miss Siempel, student at Michigan College for Women, spins on the 12th floor of U-M dormitory.
NEW FROSH COACH. Fritz Mackey, formerly of Ohio Wesleyan University (Delaware, O.), has accepted a position at Ohio State University (Columbus).

STUDY IN CITY HALL. These Kalamazoo College (Mich.) students were selected to work on city administration problems through the year with the mayor and city manager of Kalamazoo.

LOOK AND DRESS ALIKE. Of course Helen and Norma James are twins, and they attend Rhode Island State College (Kingston).

PLAN ANNIVERSARY CARNIVAL. These members of the Dartmouth College (Hanover, N. H.) Outing Club made all of the arrangements for Dartmouth's silver anniversary winter carnival. The Carnival is one of the most extensive affairs of its kind planned by collegians in the United States.

SAYS DEMOCRATIC WAY ON DEFENSIVE. Addressing the American Association of University Professors, Prof. Carl Wittke, Ohio State University (Columbus), declared that "democratic ways are on the defensive everywhere, and wondered about the future of academic liberty when millions are worshipping the hammer and sickle and black shirt as symbols of a better day," He is shown with M.I.T.'s Prof. H. W. Tyler.

STUDIED ESKIMOS. Dr. Victor E. Levine headed the Creighton University (Omaha, Neb.) expedition that traveled more than 18,000 miles in the Arctic last summer to study Eskimo life.

LEAD GREEKS. Ruth Kleiman (above) heads the University of Alabama (Tuscaloosa) Pan-Hellenic Society, while James Permutt (right) is president of the Interfraternity Council. She is a member of Kappa Kappa Gamma, while Permutt is a Kappa Nu. They hold the highest fraternity positions on their campus.
STOP HIM

Members of the Westminster College (New Wilmington, Pa.) cage squad work out in a practice game with members of the Ranger hockey team in preparation for their Madison Square Garden battle with St. John's.

WIDE WORLD PHOTO

CITY COLLEGE'S BEST

Members of the College of the City of New York cage team pause during a practice session to pose for the photographer. They're one of the fastest quintets in the eastern league.

WIDE WORLD PHOTO

WYOMING'S STAR DRIBBLER

Edwin F. The Long and Short of It

Ernest Schaper and Don McGinty, University of Wyoming (Laramie), are Handley, both six-foot-four members of the University of Missouri (Columbia) hardwood squad, dwarf five-foot-two Bernard Passer, (Ind.) hardwood squad. His brilliant performances have won him many plaudits from the fans.

PROTECTS IRISH BASKET

Guard Elsen is one of the team's fastest dribbler. He is noted for his cat-like agility and sureness as a passer. who incidentally is one of the surest passers on the team. anaces have won him many plaudits from the fans.

STARS OF THE HARDWOOD COURT

Cornelius Jensen stars for Drake University (Des Moines, la.). Jack Samuel is a junior letterman and center on the Beloit College (Wis.) cage squad, and he also co-captained this year's gridiron winning. Robert Madore and Ralph H. Hovey are forward and captain of the Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute (Troy, N.Y.) hardwood squad. John Martens, an all-New England forward last year, captains the Trinity College (Hartford, Conn.) team, while Henry Hunnke is the stellar guard for the Westminster College (New Wilmington, Pa.) quintet.

AFTER A BOUT WITH THE BOOKS!

"I'm studying to be an architect," said Kling, '38. "My course includes structural engineering...designing...drafting — regular classroom work. And when I'm working on my term project, for example, trying to figure out plans and specifications. I'm so far from being tired, but I can't help but say, "This book does that!"

(C) Reynolds Tobacco Company

CAMEL PAYS MILLIONS MORE...

"Camels are made from finer, MORE EXPENSIVE TOBACCOS-Turkish and Domestic—than any other popular brand." (Signed) VINCENT HUNNEN, '31

TUNE IN! ENJOY THE CAMEL CARAVAN featuring Glen Gray and Walter O'Keefe Annette Hanshaw Glen Gray's Casa Loma Orchestra

"How good it is to hit thrown and enjoy the delectably picturing flavor of a Camel," says enthusing young sportswoman. "The feeling of exhaustion lifts away as Camel unblocks my store of energy. My spirits Improve, and I feel wide awake once more.

(C) Reynolds Tobacco Company

CAMEL'S COSTLIER TOBACCOS NEVER GET ON YOUR NERVES!
HERE'S A NEW GAME • Mount Union College (Alliance, O.) women under the direction of Prof. Blossom McDade play a novel sport: Mount Ball, a cross between tennis and volleyball. The game is being played by Mount Union's women's physical education director, who is also the game's inventor.

COWS PAY TUITION • Donald Rodabaugh supplies tuition because he lacked the money to pay the usual entrance fees for Westminster College with milk. In some cases, students pay tuition with labor or goods.

POTATO MARCHERS • The Cortland Normal School (N.Y.) students staged a rally to get food for needy persons. Judging by their facial expressions, we'd guess that it was a real success.

STUDENT BODY PRESIDENT • Andy Anderson is president of the Student Body of the Los Angeles Junior College (Calif.).

FIRST MINERALS CO-ED • Alexandra Tillson is the first girl to enroll in Pennsylvania State College's mineral course. She is conferring with Dean Edward Steidle.

BALLOONS AID WEATHER STUDY • Massachusetts Institute of Technology (Boston) students release giant balloons to carry recording devices into the stratosphere to study the weather.


ARKANSAS' QUEEN • Mary Berry has been elected campus queen by the students of the University of Arkansas (Fayetteville). She is conferring with her mentor.

STUDIES STRUCTURE OF MATTER • Prof. G. R. Harrison, Massachusetts Institute of Technology (Boston), operates a machine designed to measure and compute the wavelengths of spectrum lines.

ONE OF "AMERICA'S BRIGHTEST" • Arthur O. Williams, physics assistant, won the Edison Scholarship of 1930.

IN GRANDMOTHER'S DAY • A wedding party, posed like the dressed group at Yale University's college, looks festive and traditional.

DEDICATES COLUMBIA LIBRARY • John Buchan, British author and M.P., opens $4,000,000 library building.

MODERN MEXICAN COLLEGE • The College of Saltillo, state of Coahuila, boasts one of the most modern college buildings in Mexico.
SEVEN HORSEWOMEN OF ROLLINS — Co-eds at Rollins of this new sport which has recently gained popularity on their campus.

YESTERDAY AND TODAY

The feet tell you that the fact declined on the left composed the 1916 women's basketball team at Washington State College (Pullman), while you'll see to the right word list that those on the right compose this year's新鲜 squad of that institution.

PUBLIC SPEAKING

You need to write a speech, so write it!'

JOIN THE PRINCE ALBERT PARADE

THE NATIONAL JOY SMOKE

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

BY CHARLES S. MURRELL
University of Chicago
(Chicago, Nebraska)

BY WILLIAM M. FATH
Villanova College

FIVE DOLLARS will be paid to any person who will submit a complete and correct solution of this puzzle. The solution, when published, will be sent to the person submitting the same. ENDS OF THE AUTUMN DREAM

Churchill, the other

COLLEGIATE DIGEST

Published by Alco Gravure Inc., Chicago, Ill. 60603

Friendly Debate

The young man made several

By Albert Unin
Muhlenberg College
HERO - TEACHER • Paul Minault, University of Minnesota (Minneapolis) French-professor, battled African tribesmen while a French Foreign Legionnaire.

WIDE WORLD PHOTO

Behind the Scenes • A scene from Kansas City (Senior High School) Little Theater rehearsal, a French Film, October 1942. Stage hands make preparations for their next presentation.

STUDENT HONORED • Dr. E. E. Farnen, President of South Dakota State College, received a knighthood at the University of Washington, Seattle. He is also the president of a national magazine.

HONORARY COLONEL • Veronica A. Kloss has been elected leading co-ed officer of the Carnegie Institute of Technology (Pittsburgh, Pa.) R.O.T.C. She's a senior in the department of secretarial studies.

GOALWARD DRIVE STOPPED • It's a rare event on the University of Notre Dame football field at Lake Forest, N.Y.

FIRST AND ONLY • The first and only to be president of China, Mao Tse Tung, has ascended to power.

LETTER AWARDED • A letter of commendation was received by the National Student Government meeting in Indianapolis, July 24.
"LADIES" OF THE CHORUS — Don't let these darins chorines fool you, for they're just a part of the University of Michigan all-men's opera, "Give Us Rhythm." Wide World Photo

IT'S A BASKETBALL AND it's the first blood for the New York University (New York City) quintet in their "thriller" with University of Notre Dame (Ind.) basketeers. Terjesen, N.Y.U.'s big center, goes for the ball—just in case his teammate had missed the basket. This unusual photograph was taken early in the crucial tilt. International Photo

AIDS RELIEF GROUP — Lois Dow holds the poster which kept University of Chattanooga (Tenn.) students informed of the progress of a recent community chest drive. Associated Press

"STAGS AT BAY" — And the title of the Princeton University (N.J.) Triangle Club production is also descriptive of this men's chorus that is trying to do a bit of graceful dancing. International Photo

John L. Filson, '36—Biology. Filson says: "After a long 'lab' session, dissecting and drawing detailed diagrams, spending hours over a microscope, you get pretty well worn out. I keep a pack of Camels beside me. For, with such exacting work, it's a great relief to smoke a Camel any time I'm tired and quickly experience a delightful return in my energy. And boy! Do those Camels taste good!"

"STAGS AT BAY" — And the title of the Princeton University (N.J.) Triangle Club production is also descriptive of this men's chorus that is trying to do a bit of graceful dancing. International Photo

Here's a Real Bargain
One loose-leaf binder for your copies of Collegiate Digest, valued at one dollar, plus one uncut, colored copy of "A Cartograph of CollegeLand" printed on heavy paper, valued at fifty cents—both for a dollar and a quarter. Sounds good, doesn't it? Send coupon below NOW.

COLLEGIATE DIGEST Madison, Wisconsin
Endorsed for 25 years...for which you will please send me
Collegiate Digest Binders at $1 each.
Collegiate Digest at 50c each.
Combination offer at $1.25 each.

Send coupon below NOW.

Address
City and State

LEAD "STAGS" — Here are the hero and "heroine" in the Triangle Club's production of "Stags at Bay," S. C. Johnson and R. M. Wood—and they are both "Mister" off stage. Keyton Photo

LEAD "STAGS" — Here are the hero and "heroine" in the Triangle Club's production of "Stags at Bay," S. C. Johnson and R. M. Wood—and they are both "Mister" off stage. Keyton Photo

LEAF TOBACCO EXPERTS AGREE: "Camels are made from finer, more expensive tobaccos—Turkish and domestic—than any other popular brand." —John L. Filson, '36—Biology.

TUNE IN ON THE NEW CAMEL CARAVAN featuring Walter O'Keefe, Annette Hanshaw, Glen Gray's Casa Loma Orchestra

Thursday 8:00 P.M. M.S.T. 9:00 P.M. C.S.T.
8:30 P.M. P.S.T.

Camel Caravan — 7:00 P.M. M.S.T. 8:00 P.M. C.S.T. 9:30 P.M. P.S.T.

"STAGS AT BAY" — And the title of the Princeton University (N.J.) Triangle Club production is also descriptive of this men's chorus that is trying to do a bit of graceful dancing. International Photo

BECKHAM'S COSTLIER TOBACCOS NEVER GET ON YOUR NERVES!
FOR 48 YEARS
Old John has
sold his wares to
students of Haverford College (Pa.).
He has seen almost half of Haverford's
classes come and go, and is truly a
campus institution.

GETS WEST POINT OFFER
» Stan Kostka, famed University of Minnesota
gridder, thanks Congressman Elmer Ryan
(right) for his offer to go to the U.S.
Military Academy. Kostka is ineligible for Big Ten
competition.

FOR A QUARTER CENTURY
George White Marston has
headed the board of trustees of Pomona College, Claremont,
Calif. He has been a trustee of that institution for a
quarter of a century.

MARK FATHER MARQUETTE'S ARRIVAL
» The Rev. Dennis Burns, S.J., Loyola University (Chicago), meets Chief
Whirling Thunder at celebration.

BRAIN TRUSTERS
» At the annual meeting of the Beloit College (Wis.) board, two new
trustees have been elected. Priscilla Gage
and Roberta Hazard held the posts of past presidents.

VICTORY QUEEN
» Virginia Sydenstricker has
been chosen as the queen of Marshall College (Huntington, W. Va.)
sports events. She is one of the
most popular co-eds on her campus.

GOVERNOR-GENERAL HONORED
» Frank Murphy, former
University of Michigan professor, is shown receiving an honorary
degree from the Santo Tomas University (Manila, P. I.).

BEST TALKER
» Avis J. Zentner, University of
Wisconsin (Madison) freshman, recently won that
institution's first-class declamatory contest. She has
won in the high school speech contests.
HEAR ABOUT MY APPARITION?
Wisconsin Octopus.

THE YALE RECORD

ONE OF SOUTH'S BEST

THE LAWYERS DIG IN

CHIEF COOK

MINI SILHOUETTES

MINE SILHOUETTES • The Mine Silhouettes. • Drawers • The Silhouettes. • The Silhouettes.

BEAUTY AND SCHOLARSHIP

FRATERNITY MASCOT

DOMESTIC RELATIONS

ATTENDANTS • Divide by three.
HEADS STATE UNIVERSITIES • State: Ralph D. Hetzel, of Pennsylvania State College (State College), is new Association of State Universities head.

THEM MIX SPORTS WITH STUDIES • Students of Temple University (Philadelphia, Pa.) who are interested in various sports are here shown going through one of the setting up exercises.

HEADS Miners • Three Heavy College (Conn.) students give some of their own gold mining experience to a friend.

MARVEL QUEEN • First Heavy, Montana State College (Bozeman), was selected as one of the most beautiful campus girls in the nation.

HEADS FLYERS • Randall Barton, son of famous writer, is president of Amherst College (Mass.) Flying Club. He's an Alpha Delta Phi.

UP IN THE AIR TO SCORE • Five Yale University (New Haven, Conn.) basketball players leap for the ball that Capt. Eggie Miles (right) has just tossed into the net during a practice in the Payne Whitney gymnasium.

HEADS STATE UNIVERSITIES • State: The University of Arkansas (Fayetteville) campus, after residents of four states had reported seeing it fall.

METEORITE FALLS ON ARKANSAS • This six-inch meteorite, weighing five pounds, was found buried near the University of Arkansas campus, after residents of four states had reported seeing it fall.

KING HUSKY • This is one of the latest pictures ot the Northeastern University (Boston, Mass.) mascot, King Husky, who presides over all athletic activities. This photo was taken by a member of the staff of the News, Northeastern's undergraduate newspaper.

UP IN THE AIR TO SCORE • Five Yale University (New Haven, Conn.) basketball players leap for the ball that Capt. Eggie Miles (right) has just tossed into the net during a practice in the Payne Whitney gymnasium.

CREATES HEAVIER ELEMENT • From a lighter one — Dr. W. D. Harkins, of the University of Chicago (Illinois), has created oxygen out of nitrogen.

A STUDY IN ANGLES • This unusual photograph is of the top of Mt. Wilson Observatory, situated on one of the highest peaks of the Sierra Madre range at an altitude of 6,000 feet. Best known of the instruments at the observatory is the 100-inch telescope constructed at a cost of $600,000.

INITIATES - Pledges of Alpha Delta Sigma, national professional advertising fraternity, at DePauw University (Greencastle, Ind.) are forced to act as sandwich men as an initiation stunt.

"HOLD THAT POSE" the photographer cried as he caught this group of Graceland College (Lamoni, la.) students starting out for a ski run. And we're told that they even wear ski pants to their classes.

BELIEVE IT OR NOT - they're bride and groom. But it was just for the freshman-sophomore wedding at Converse College (Spartansburg, S.C.). Mary Heape (above) was the bride and Martha Moore was the groom.

MUSIC POLL - Students at the College of William and Mary (Williamsburg, Va.) cast their ballots for their favorite symphony selections in preparation for a concert on their campus by the Richmond Symphony Orchestra.

BELIEVE IT OR NOT - the bride and groom. But it was just for the freshman-sophomore wedding at Converse College (Spartansburg, S.C.). Mary Heape (above) was the bride and Martha Moore was the groom.

Here's a Real Bargain
One loose-leaf binder for your copies of Collegiate Digest, valued at one dollar, plus one unusual, colored copy of "A Cartograph of Collegeland" printed on heavy paper, valued at fifty cents—both for a dollar and a quarter. Sounds good, doesn't it? Send coupon below NOW.

COLLEGIATE DIGEST
Madison, Wisconsin
Enclosed find ........... for which you will please send me
...... Collegiate Digest Binders at $1 each
...... Cartograph of Collegeland at $.50 each
...... Combination offer at $1.50 each.
Signed ..........................................
Address ........................................
City and State .................................

TOO MUCH STUDY?...GET A LIFT WITH A CAMEL!

LEAF-TOBACCO EXPERTS AGREE:
"Camel's are made from fine, specially selected tobacco leaves from Orient and America — the finest tobaccos from the Orient and America — the finest tobaccos from the Orient and America."

CAMEL'S COSTLIER TOBACCOS NEVER GET ON YOUR NERVES!
LEFT  SEEN DOUBLE? It's just a com- posograph of Jim and Bob Hamilton, University of Wichita (Kan.) twins, with Kath- yNN. Every in the center.

RIGHT  CRIMINOLOGIST. Prof. M. W. Eddy, of Dickinson College (Carlisle, Pa.), uses micro-photography to aid in solving crimes.

RIGHT ANOTHER DATE BUREAU. And the students of Woodbury College (Los Angeles) claim that it is a big success. Marcelle Force, Woodbury’s champion dancer, is first in line.

CO-ED MODEL. Jean Craswell has been chosen to model the covers for the Ski-U-Mah magazine. She’s a Delta Delta Delta.

CO-ED MODEL. Jean Craswell has been chosen to model the covers for the Ski-U-Mah magazine. She’s a Delta Delta Delta.
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RIGHT ANOTHER DATE BUREAU. And the students of Woodbury College (Los Angeles) claim that it is a big success. Marcelle Force, Woodbury’s champion dancer, is first in line.

CO-ED MODEL. Jean Craswell has been chosen to model the covers for the Ski-U-Mah magazine. She’s a Delta Delta Delta.

CO-ED MODEL. Jean Craswell has been chosen to model the covers for the Ski-U-Mah magazine. She’s a Delta Delta Delta.
THE LATEST WINTER FASHIONS are modeled by Wellesley College (Mass.) students at a fashion show held on their campus.

THEY'RE THE NUTS: If you crave the unusual you will appreciate the new smart buttons fashioned from all varieties of nuts, for they add a touch of distinction to any dress, coat, or suit.

FLATTERING AND SMART are the adjectives that best describe the hunched neckline on this ribbed wool dress and the modern version of the stocking cap worn as a hat looks charming with it.

IT'S CORDUROY, and with a linen gilet and silk frock coat, ultra smart under a leopard-skin coat for campus wear — or dressy enough for the weekend tea dance.

IT'S A WEIGHTY PROBLEM: This intimate scene of classroom activities shows students working in the modern and well-equipped physics laboratory at Manhattan College (New York City). If we remember correctly, the object of this particular experiment is to balance the pulls on the various strings.

HERE'S HOW IT'S DONE: This display on exhibit at the University of Buffalo (N.Y.) shows the preparation of aspirin and its by-products.

HE TAKES TO THE AIR: And with the greatest of ease, Bob Middleton is learning to fly in addition to his regular studies at Purdue University (Lafayette, Ind.). He's a Sigma Phi Epsilon.

LADIES AND... We almost said "gentlemen," but we caught ourselves just in time to tell you that there are no men present when the co-eds hold their own dance at Valparaiso University (Ind.).